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STRESS SYSTEMS USING SCATTERED LIGHT zz. 

BY R. Weller and J. K. Bussey 

SUMMARY _ - .: 
. . . 

A method has been developed for making photoelastic- 
analyses-of three-dimensional stress systems by utilizing 
the polarisatioa phenomena associated -wit4 the scattering 
of light. By this method, the maxim& shear and the di- 
rectiqns of the three principal stresses at any point 
within a model can be determined, and the.tTo psG-1 

: -i 

stresses at a free-boundins surface qan be separately evai- 
uated. Polarized light is projected into the model through .--- 
a slit so that it illuminates a plane section. The light 
is continuously analyzed along its path by scattering and 
the state of stres,s in the illuminat,ed section is obtaEned. 
By means of a series of such sections, the entire stress 
field may be explored. The method was used to analyze the 
stress system.of a simple bean in..bending. The resulti 
were found to be in good agreement with those expected from 

I- -; 

elementary theory. 

INTRODUCTION 

A new method for the photoelastic analysis of three- 
dimensional (spatial) stress systems was reported in de- 
tail at the Eastern Photoelastic Conference at Cornell L -, 

.- 
University in May 1939. A brief description of the method 
is outlined in reference 1. Following the announcement of : 
the method, the H.A.C.A. constructed a simple polariscope 
suitable for preliminary reork and began ,the study of-the 

-- -. -. - 

application of the method to aircraftstructures, power -. 
plants, and other related problems. ----- . . -.y--- - 

Several investigators have attempted to develop a 
truly three-dimensional method of photoelastic analysis. 
With the exception of the fixation method r'eported in ref- 
erence 2, these attempts have lacked general usefulness. 
In the present paper, the basic principles underlying the -- - _ 

. 
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proposed three-dimensional method are discussod and a con- 
cret-e example is worZed out to shorn its application. 

THE PHOTOELASTIC MXTPHOD 

The ahotoelastic method (reference-s 3, 4, and 5) ie 
based on the fact that many materials, notably certain 
p1r,stics, become doubly refractive (birefrinsent) when eub- 
jectud to stress. The amount of this birofrfngencc may be 
studied with a polariscope and the characteristics of the 
stress s:rstem obtained. A model of a machine part or of a 
structural part may therefore be made from such a material 
and subjected m-a%proprrfate loadins eystem; and-the 
state of street, within it can then ha determined. If t50 
materials from which the model and its prototype a~e:.BBds 
possess.eimilar (proportional) elastic properties, the 
strsss eystems will.coincide in direction antis propor- 
tionatn masnitude provided that the deflections are such 
that the qeometry remains substzrntially undisturbed. 

It-?las been commoh in the past to study stresees in 
this manner, but suc5. study has been limited in practice 
to plane stress eys+.ems. kodel-s mere cut from plates and 
loaded in a single plane-; .Many ~Fllbleme have been solved 
in this manner and-valuable data-obtained. 

Models have been made from glass, celluloid: gelatin, 
aakelite, Knrblette, and rubber, but the material known as _ 
Drlkelite DT-61-893 has baen generally accepted as the most 
suitable for a wide variety of tests. It remains linearly 
elastic over a wide strl>sa range (0 to 6,WW lb. per eq.in,), 
its elastic modulus is not too lotv (6CC,nC3 lb. per cq.in.), 
and-its stress-optical coefficient is hish (35 lb. per sq. 
in. per fringe for green light). A discussion of the prop- 
erties of photoelastic materials is a;lvpn in reference 6. 

SPATIAL P3CTOE3ASTLC AMAEYSIS 

The theory of photoelastic anslyeis as applied to 
three-dimensional 'stress systems will now bo coneidcred in 
pome detail. The difficulty in three-dimensional photo- 
elastic analysis-by -conventional-methods has been that, . 

when a bean of.light passes t%rou:h a transparent ?~odol fn 
which a spatial stress syste1n exists, the -relative retarda- -- ~ 
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tion observed between the components of the emergent-beam 
is an integrated effect along the total path traversed. 4. 
No means have hitherto been available for conveniently dls- 
covering the way in,,which the relatiro'retardation takes 
place along the path. 

When light is scattered within a material medium at 
right angles to the incident beam, the:$cattered light, 
(reference 7) is plAn<e polarized, This,spatter.ing proper.- : 
ty may be used either as the polarizer o'r the -analyze3 .in 
a golariscope. In Bakelite, this phenomenon is-per& 8 - 
due to the micelles 'discussed by Het&yi.(reference 2 P 

5 
. . . ;. . 

In the inves'tigat$,on of the variation in the effect 
of the birefringence on a lfght beam as At' passes through 
a model, a source of,polarized lightwfthin the.model c&pa- 

.-.-.-.- 

ble of motion from point to point mfght be desirable. In 
order to produce such a source, an unpolarized beam may be 
projected into the model and the scattered li.ght may be 
viewed from a direction 90° to the beam. This arrangement 
may most conveniently be set up by collimating the beam .* - 
with a lens and subsequently passing it through a slit, 
say one-eighth of an inch wide and as long as.desir$.. ._ 
When this beam is passed through the model, it illum5nates 
a plane section. Viewed along any p&hnprmkT 56 the illu-- 
minated section, the light appears planepolarized. Tf the 
model is now loaded And an external analyzer emplcyed, the -- 
birefringence of the material between the illuminated sec- -. 
tion and the analyzer ~5.11 produce rnterference 'effects - - 
that vary when either the model or the incident beam is .- 
moved about. If a section is illuminated at the surface 
near the observer and moved away from him, the space rate 
of formation of fringes, dN/ds, is a.measure of the bi- 
refringence in successive planes-normal to the observation 
direction. Here 3 is .the number of-cycles of in%-etifer- . --.' 
ence observed'along the ,oath and s is the path variable. 

Cwing to the compl$cations involved in accurately meas- 
urin% the movement of the light beam, another'mefhod of 
surveying the model...is recommended. Let.9; tine polarized 
beam be pro-jetted into the model through a slit as prevl- 
'ously described. The scatter%ng process $.n the model then 
acts as the analyzer rather than as the polarizer and no 
external analyzer is required. The vaiue of dN/ds is 
now a measure of the blrefringence in successive-g7anes 
normal to the incident light beam. 

The relations between the birefringence and the stresses 
-7 
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at any point in a loaded rode1 may be considered as fo'llowa. 
When a material (such as Sakelite) become% optically anieo- 
tropic, its optical properties at a givsn point may be con- 
veniently descrfbed in terms of three princirral indices of 
refraction, nl, no, and n3. These indices always lie at 
riE;ht anoles to each other in snace. If the optical ani- 
satropy is due to stress, the three principal indices will 
lie in the direction of the three princiDa1 stresses (SI, 
S a, and S,>. Furthermore, the departures of the t-hree 
indices nl, n3, and n3 from the unstressed value no 
are proportional to S,, So, and S3; that is, 

I 

K(no - n,; = S, 

X(no -; na> a S, 

1X;ino -. na! = S3 

where II is. a constant characterifltic of the material. 
In another form 

K(n, --nl> =.SI - So 

K(n, - na) = 5, - S, 

K(nl - n3> = S, - S, 

If 5, < sc < sz, the naxiaum ahear ie qiven by 

The maximum shear at a _rointmay then be found by meaeurine 
no - n3 at the point, provided that XC .is known. 

If a beam of polarized liqht passes throur;h the paint 
in question alonq the direction.of. So 
at 45-O' to s, 

and -1s polarized 
and S,, the relative velocity of its com- 

nonents will depend on the ratio.of n1 to n3. Relative 
retardation will take place betmesn the compofionts at -a 
rate given by 

dR = (x1 = n3?. ds 

or, exgressinc: the relatfve retardation fn wavs lan$ths, 
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where h is the.mave length in air of the light used, N 
is the amount of the relative retardation in wave lengths 
(cycles of interference), and C is another constant called 
the.stress-optical coefficient of the material. Inasmuch 
as it is proposed to analyze the light continuously along 
its path by scattering, a fringe mill'nppear each time the ' 
.rela%ive retardation equals a whole number of wave lengths: 
that is, n-hen 

B = Nh (N = 1, 2, 3, . . . m> 

If the direction of S, is unknown, the beam of light may 
be Fassed through the point in various directions until - 

---._. 

dN/ds 
. . 

is a maximum: that is, until the frinies ap3ea-i most 
closely spaced. The light beam is then traveling along the 
direction of Ss. If It is assumed ghat the-stressis re; 
main sensibly constant over a small increment of light path, 
the formula m;y be written as 

AN 
s, - s, = c -& 

. : _ _ 

If the increment is such that AX = 1, then As is the 
fringe spacin;; and--hence measurement of As determines 
(s, - s,L. If As is referred to as d, then __ 

.8 

Y 

Certain phases of the fringe formation procesrir Will. _ 
now be considered. The scattered light is considered to 
be due to the vibration of submicroscopic particles in the 
scattering medium. These particles vibrate in the direc- 
tion of the electric vector of the incident beam of light. 
In birefringent material, such a particle vi-bates under 
the influence of each of.the two components fnto which the 
light divides. Light being a transverse wave motion, only 
the'component of vibration normal to the direction of ob- 
servation yields visible liiht. Hence, the vibrating par- 
ticle should be'viewed from a direction such that both 
light components take part in forcing tLe vibration. Inter- 
ference between components mill then be v2sible. If' t-iii 
light beam travels along S, and the observer looks alo.ng 
S, or s3 a no interference effects will be visible but-, 
if the observer looks along a direction 45' to S, and 
s, 9 friwes with maximum visibility mill be seen. The po- 

- -.- 



sitions of minimum frin%.e intensity e;ive the directions of c 1.: 1 and S3. - 
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I 

As a simple ex,tmple of this procedure, consider the 
case of a-tension tietiber of rectsngular cross section. 
Let .a beam. of li;Sht-We collimated, plane polarized, and 
projected into such a mddel through a slit. Let the slit 
lie parallel $0 t'he- fitr'ess directLo-n so tSat the illuminnt- 
ed se'ction is a 1on;itudinal ono through the piece. Let 
the' light be uola'rised in a direction at 45o to the direc- 
tion oftthe stress. ff ",>e model is observed.from a dire& 
tion eithar parallel tG or normal to the direction~of pok:r- 
iantion .2nd at Q0.O .to. t6e incident- li<:it -direction, frinqcs 
1~ril1 apponr which are equally spac.ed. Hence 6X/d* is a 
constant, and -therefore the birefringence is constant along 
the liqht .paths. The.result than.indicntes that the stress 
in the model is constant over the crose section. Such a 
Fringe pattern is shown.in fiqure 1. A vector diagram of . 

the light components-is shown in figure 2, This diagram 
refers to-the Taint at which 1iE;ht enters the model and bo- 

l 

fore relative retardation has tatin place between its com- 
ponents. Observat'ion along A corresponds to the case in 
the plane-stress polariscope in v.hich.tthe polarizing units 
F're sot for a dark field and, alon$ B, to t-he caee of a 
liqht field. 

The principal stresses at a free bousdary k?sy be indi- 
viduelly measured since the stress perpendicular to such a 
boundary vanishes and the other two stresaes lie i-n the 
tsnqent plane. If the direction af the lisht is made par- 
allel to this tangent plane, the model may be rotated about 
n. pointin the tangent plane.until tire.naximurn and the min- 
imum frinse sqacinys.are abtaincd. Thceo spacings will 
sive the separate principal stress values. 

APrAUWS - - 

The auuar-atus employed for .thle stud-y included A po.-.. 
lariscope head containing a li;;ht sourc.e, condkisi-n$ 
lenses, a filter, a pa.larihino; plate, and a slit. A-Dove 
the head was placed a glass tank filla&-Eith a suitable 
liquid-in which. the models we:8 immersed. A cnmcrz a.29 
provided ior.photo<raphic r.ecording. The arrnnqement of 
these elements is shown in figures 3 to 5. - 

The light source for. t.hase. studies nustbe intense -. 
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and a type H-6 Wes.tin<house 1,090.-watt mercury arc lamp of 
the water-jacketed variety was obtained. This lamp has 
been very satisfactory as regards inte'nsity. Its spectrum, 
however, contains many more lines than the ordinary mercury 
arc and apparently has a'fairly intense continuous back- 
ground, so that difficulty .was experi'enced pt first in ob- 
taining a-monochromatic beam. Such a.b.eam is highly de- 
sirable to prevent overlapping of various colors at hi%h 
orders of interference. The combination of a Tratten .No;-- 
77 filter with a Wratten B filter seemed best for pkoto-- 
Graphic recording and the Tratten Ho. 77 alone for visual 
observation. The problem is further complicated by the 
variation in nonochromatdc scatterins power for BakeTstte,- 
which 2s apparently strongest in the blue reqion, as would 
be expected. The lamp requires a separate transformer op- 
eratinq on 110 volts a1ternatin.g current and a water eup- 
ply of about 1 gallon per minute. Provision for autoEtfc- 
shut-off ,of the power supply in the event-of Gater-supply 
failure 88s not provided, although-the automatic feature 
is very desirable. 

Two condensing lenses 6.5 inches‘fn'dianeter served to 
collimate the light beam, the lamp being placed at the fo- 
cal point of the combination: 

---+17- 
The approximate speed of the 

-. 

condensing-lens. system was f:r3.83. _- .L 

The polariier employed Tas a sheet of type I Polaroid. 
No quarter-wave plate was used during the tests to be de-' 
scribed, but ,one may occasionally be-necessary to proJecf 
circularly or elliptically pol'arized light into the model. 

- 

The slit was approximately one-tenth inch wide and 
equal in length to the diameter of the collimated becalm; - ---. 
Haturally, the intensity of the fringes and the speed of 
photographic recording vary directly with the slit width. 
The -width used resulted in fringes easily visibla in day- 
light. The exposures were of the order of 1 minute with 
the filter combination mentioned and a:high-speed film. 
On the other hand, tile slit width effectively determines -- 
the Sage length over which the measurements are made: 
ktence, it'should be as narrow as possible consistent with 
satisfactory visibility a1:d photographic exposure. . Good 
visibility was obtainsd with the slit width greatLy reduced, 
probably to about 0.01 Inch. 

In order to avoid' refraction at model surfac86, the - 
model must be immersed in's clear liquid having the a&me 
refractive index (n = 1.57) as Bakelite. A mixture of 
the following proportions (by volume) 
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Salownx oil 270. lr\30 (n =.i.63') . . . . 66 percent 

Ulear mineral oil (n = 1.48) . . . . . . . 74 porcont 

was found to yivo the correct-rafractivc index. Th2s liq- 
uid was contalucd in a glass-mall tank 8 inches by 9 inches 
by 5 inches deep, made of plate glass-united :i-5th Sauer- 
risen cement. 

EXPXRIXEWAL TSOCEDVRX - 

A beam in unit"orm b:e~$inS was Selected as 'An 0xEmple 
of the method. The stresses under a given loading were 
?hotoelsstically r.easured and were subsequently checked by 
calculation sccordfnq to the elementary theory. Two bea1ns 
wera cut from a blo.ck of Dakelite BT-61-C9?'. Ho a-nneailaq 
was attempted. The models wore '2.75 inch by 3.75 inch in 
cross section and were ii-inches In ictiqtb. They mcro load- 
ed in a small fixture constructi for the pur~oso. Figures 
6 and 7 show a beam in place. Zoads were found by measur- 
ing-ths deflection of.tie sgrinq containad in the fixture. _. 

One beam was cut from the Bakalit.e block alon< en 
ed<:e exposed durin< the l'curi.nctt process. Thie beam ahamed 
the nromiaent initial stress :?attern seen in figure -8-(a), 
In figures 8(b) and S(c) are shown i;‘;:% brings :>atterDs in 
this beam due- to one-half load and full load in bonding. 
It nil1 be noted that the distortion of the pattern from 
symmetry aboutthe neutral axis docmz&sos with increasing 
load, that is, the relative influence of the initial stress- 
es docreases.- - 

Fiiure 3 shows the bondin. IJattern of the second beam, 
which was cut from the parent mat.ari,al in such a wny as to 
be well removed from previously exposed eurfaces. ThFs 
?p.ttern shows satisfactory symmetry and was ta?zen as tie 
basis for comwarisos rith tkeory. Table I shors the- value-s 
obtained. T3e procedure in obtaining the.data was as fol- 
lows: The neqntive cf fi.f;ure 9 was' Flscad on the staqe of 
a micrometer comparator and traverses users mado along CL 
vertical line at the center o,P tha 5eam. Positfons of the 
dark fringes are recor-hod in the first column of f;ablc I. 
Inasmuch as the innc;e on the nerrtfvc was reduced in edso 
as compared with the beam itself, the readin$a wore multi- 
plied by n jz2rdxm --(1.93) aft-3 tr subtraction fro-m the initial 
reading as shown in the second column. The second column 
then gives the displacement of the fringes from thocdge of 

c 

- 
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the beam through which the light entered. The 6trese value 
o'btained from the spacing between a given pair of fringes 
w,as assumed to correspond to a point midway between them. 
The third column gives the location of these points. The 
actual spacing of the fringes is shown in the fourth cof- 

:; 

umn . In the last column are recorded tie stresses obtained 
by dividinr; the fringe value of 85 pounds per square inch .:-_ 
per fringe ay the spacing. 

The neutral axis of the'beam (center line of the model) 
represents a barrier across which fringe-spacing measure- 
ments cannot be made. Such a measurement would give-the- 
spacing of a fringe with respect to itself and such a meas- 
urement has no meaning. The spacing across a region in 
which a reversal from tension to compression, or vice versa,. 

:z 

takes place bears no relation to the stress but depands 
rather on the relative phase of the iight cotipononts as .--: 
they cross the neutral section. Only mhen this phase -dif- 
ference is accidentally zero, ail1 the- measurement be sig- ..L 
nificr.nt in terns of stl*ess. - 

- 
The value6 from table I are plotted in figure 10. 

Inasmuch as this tyne.of stress distribution is a straight _.-i: line to a good approximation, such a line was drawn through ..----_ 
the points. Calculation using the applied load'of 350 -*w -. 
pounds and moment arms of 1.37 inches gives 

,175 X 1.37 x 5 x 64 -m -I 27 3,490 'pounds ?er square. inch 

where CT is t3e maximum stress in the beam, M is the 
'bending moment on the 5eam, and 2 is the section modulus 
of the beam. This value compares with the value of 3,600 
sounds .per square inch given by t?te intersection of-the - ' 
plotted value line with the model edges. T3e discrepancy - 
here is 5.5 percent of the computed value. The average 
deviation of the significant points frpm the curve is 4 
percent. i 

As some of the equipment used was incaFable of precise 
measurement, the result is considered good agreement. 
Sources of error may have been: - 

(1) Error in model dimensions. 

(2) Error in spring calibration. 

(3) Error in spring-deflection measurement. 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

( 1.3 > 

(1.4) 

Error in measuring rcller positions on beam. 

Friction in loading fixture. 

Brror due to .defl.ection- of beam. 

Errors .due to photographic distortion. 

Errors in cent-orins fringe line in micrometer 
con;?arator. 

Error due to TJroxinity of lo&d Faints. 

Error due .to strains in tank bottom. 

-. Error duo to strains in E'olaroid disk. 

Errorue to lack of perfectly monochromatic 
light. 

I 
Initial o?-ltical anisotroPy in the model. 

Error.in frin:c value for Balrelito due to Gem- 
poratura.. 

It is Probable that items (31, (41, (51, (61, (91, 
and (13) contributed the larger part of the final error. 
An exception is.t.he uncertainty in t%e reading .of tireTo- 
sition of the first fringe with respect to the model edge. 
This value was rejected as being act-canto-d fo-r hy items. 
(lo>, (II), and (18), but chiafly by (10). It.is adviaa- 
ble to approach a-bourfifng surface ---- from within and to re- 
duce t-he effect.of these items by plotting a curve such' 
as has been done here. It-emT: (13) ana (11) can affect on- 
ly the position of the first frin-;w, 

In Goneral, It nay be said that t?? Brrors listed in 
items (1) through (9) are not characteristic of this meth- 
od of stress analysis and rna?r be controlled by well-known 
metho.ds. Errors due to (lc)), (ll), and (12) can be elim- 
inated without difficulty .by the use of u&l-designed 
equipment. Item (13) is controllable by suitable choice 
of model material; by careful machinin.4;; end by tostinq 
the model. soon after cutting; or, when such testing is in- 
convenient, by measuring the initial conditions without 
load and subtracting the result from later readinqs. The 
variation due to item (14) is small. because of the manu- 
facturer's care in Frocessinc: (reference 6). I. 

. . 
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An additional possible source of error..is due to the 
assumption that the stress corn-outed bg.thd spacing of. fYo 

__- 

adjacent fringes exists at a rroint midway between them. --- -. -. 
This assumption iis more nearly true as the sj?acinq of 

-. 

frinqes becomes more uniform'mith hiE;h loads. In the pres- :.. 
ent example, the departure of the representative point - l . 
from the midway posftion could have been computed, but com- 

. putntion is generally impossible. .Here, as in plane-pho- 
toelastic ar-nlpsis, a high fringe order is conducive to 
precise results. 7 

As an example of the usefulness of the method in a 
slightly more conpLex prqblem,,the variation in the -sfress 
pattern due to a vertical hole through the-center 0-f-a 
beam is presented. A hole of 5/l G-inch diameter was 
drilled through the center of the beam previously analyzed. 
Fiqures 11 and 12 show the stress patterns in the c'entral 
plane and in-the face of the beam, reqectively. 

2 
_ 

The disturbance in the fringe pattern at the load 
points was insignificant for both beams tested. This re- 
sult is in contrast to the prominent effects obtained in 
the usual Dlnne-stress pattera. In the three-dimens-iohal 
method, the components of stress that lie in horizontal -* 
planes are effective and no vsrtfcal- stress components in- 
fluence the fringe positions.- If the mod.61 hiid Seen -il- 
luminated by a horizontal beam, the resulting fringes- 
would have indicated the effect of the concentrations very 
prominently. The operator must not expect to see the 
types of fringe Tatterns that have come to be assoc1ate.d. 
with photoelastic methods fn the past because the present- 
Drocedure involves a new type of stress-optical behavEbr. 

. 

CONCLTJDIXG BEXA3KS 

The .foreqoinq results indicate that the method devel- 
oped for three-dimensional Dhotoelastic stress analysis. 
is sound, t.hat the a-;lDaratus described is suitable for a 
wide variety of stress investisations, and that--the exper-' 
imental techniques employed yielded satisfactory results. 
This method appears t-o be a substantial improvement over 
previous attempts to solve spatial stress problems b’$ the 
use of photoel.astic models and, in a large num.ber of cases, 
as-pears to be the only method thus far develope-d that will 
provide a solution in a convenfent manner. 
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In the solution of the case 6f the b-earn in simple 
bending, as analyzed by the method outlined fn the paper, 
the nsreement with accepted beam theory was within 5.5 per- 
cent. Bo basic assumptions are made in developinq the tho- 
ory other than those already well established in plane pho- 
toelastic procedure, - 

Persons should familiarize themselves with the olomen- 
tary phenomena associated with the scatterin.$-of light bo- 
fore attempting exporiments by this method. 

It may at times be desirable to submit to some of the 
diaadvnntages of th-e fixation -method and, having lifrozenil 
a stress system into'a model, to ekamine it by the methods 
described in this paper. The tension model used in this 
investigation was so treated, 

The principal stresses at a free boundary may be in- 
dividually measured since the stress perpendicular tu such 
a boundary-vanishes and the other two stresses lfe In the 
t,angen~lane. If the direction of the light ia made par- 
allel to this tanqent plane, the model may be r.otated.about 
a point in the tangent glane until the maximum and the min- 
imum fringe sTacinir;s are obtained. These BpacingB will 
.<fve the separate principal stress values. 

Many problems sur;Sest t9emselvcs as suitable subjects 
for investigation. Certainly stress concentr.%t3ons In 
three-dimensional systems should be thoroucyhly explored, 
particularly in conncrrtion with torsional StreSBeB. It 
also seems sossilble that some of the problems yhich.have . 
been treated-as two-dimensional ones in-the past may not 
in fact bo two-dimensional and that mare accurate results 
could be obtained by the sucgb;ested method. 

LanOley Memorial Aeronautical Leboratory, 
National Advisory Committee.for aeronautics, 

LaWley Field, Va., October 26, 1339. 

-. 
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---- 
Position of 
dark fringes 
on negative 

(in.) 
-m--y 

0.524 

.534 

.548 

.562 

.578 

.597 

.619 

.644 

. 691 

TABLE I 

Data on Cross Section of Bakelite 
BT-61-893 Beam, Correctly Cut -- 

Position 
of fringes Stress Fringe 

In model locatfon spacing 
(in.) (in. > (in. 1 

--- 
0 

.019 

,046 

.073 

.104 

.141 

. 183 

. 232 

. 322 

0.010 

.032 

,060 

,089 

.122 

.162 

. 206 

.277 

0.019 

.027 

.027 

.031 

.037 

.042 

.049 

. 090 

-- 1 

Stress 
values 

(lb./sq. in.> 

4,500 

3,150 

3,150 

2,750 

2,300 

2,000 

1,750 

950 

Centerline of model I 
,758 ,452 

. 796 .525 

.822 ,575 

. 843 .616 

.860 .648 

.874 .676 

. 890 .704 

. 904 .733 

edge .912 ,749 
-- ------ 

.483 

.550 

.595 

.632 

.662 

. . 690 

,073 1,150 

.050 1,700 

.041 2,050 

.032 2,650 

.028 3,050 

.028 

. 718 .029 

I 

3,050 

2,950 - 
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Flgure 6.- aohem8tio diagram of poleriecope. 
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?igure a.- knoral view of apparataa rhcwiag location of polariocqm, tmlc. mdel. ad oamra., 
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Figufe 4.- Integal layout of pol~riscop. 
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Figure 6.- Loading fixture. 

Figure IO.- Beam streee pbtted 
from values in table 
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ngnrr 7.- Loadingfixtur8uithlm3blinplaco. 
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(a) Initial stress pattern(n0 load). 

(b) Half bending load. 

(c) Full bending load. 

Figure 8.. Stress patterns in a B&elite beam showing initial stress 
resulting from an edge that his been eqosed during curing. 



pignre 9.- Bending &rar~ pattern in correctly cut w. 
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figure Il.- Bnml with vsrtfcB1 hole, center mction rtra6P pttsnl. 

pignrv l2.- Bsaa with vertical hole, edge rectim mtrsmr pttsm. 
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